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Put something on the stack, check it before continuing
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Canary  (Stack Cookie)

Put something on the stack, check it before continuing

Normal phases of compiled code:
   Initialization
   Execution of code
   Clean up
   Jump to address from which the subroutine was called

With stack-protection set:
   a “prologue” is placed before the initialization
      purpose: choose a number and put it on the stack
                      near the return address

   An “epilogue” is placed between clean up and the jump
      purpose: check the number before executing the jump

Theory:
   Attempt to change return address will change canary
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Canary  (Stack Cookie)

   Put something on the stack, check it before continuing
   Compare:
   canary-yes.dmp (gcc -fstack-protector canary.c ...)
   canary-no.dmp  (gcc -fno-stack-protector canary.c .. 

void g() {  printf("Gotcha!\n"); }
char *f (char *x) {
   printf("%p\n",g);  /* output is 0x4005ed in this case */
   return x;
}
int main () {
   int i; char s[8];
   for (i=0 ; i < 24 ; i++) s[i] = 'A';
   s[24] = 0xed;  /* change to match 2nd printf output */ 
   s[25] = 0x05;  /* change to match 2nd printf output */
   s[26] = 0x40;  /* change to match 2nd printf output */
   for (i=27 ; i < 31 ; i++) s[i] = 0x0;
   f(s);
}
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Canary  (Stack Cookie)

   Put something on the stack, check it before continuing
   Where does the canary come from?
     gcc provides a function that does this:
    fd = open ("/dev/urandom", 0);
    ssize_t size = read(fd, &__guard, sizeof(__guard));
    close (fd) ;
    if (size == sizeof(__guard)) return;

  If a random generator can't be used, the protector switches
  the guard to the "terminator canary"
    __guard[0] = 0; 
    __guard[1] = 0; 
    __guard[2] = '\n'; 
    __guard[3] = 255;

  Note: 0s used to prevent strcpy, for example, from
  reading the canary
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Canary  (Stack Cookie)

   Put something on the stack, check it before continuing
   Can the canary protection be bypassed?
      If a stack buffer is overwritten during a memory copy 
      the error is noticed before execution returns 
      Then an exception is raised – this is passed back up the 
      exception handler hierarchy until it hits the OS's default 
      exception handler 
      If an existing exception handler structure in the stack
      can be overwritten, it can be made to point to  
      malicious code
      This is possible and is called a Structured Exception 
      Handling (SEH) exploit: it allows skipping the canary check 

Explanation and good news!:

http://blogs.technet.com/b/srd/archive/2009/02/02/preventing-the-exploitation-of-seh-overwrites-with-sehop.aspx   
https://www.ethicalhacker.net/features/root/tutorial-seh-based-exploits-and-the-development-process 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/srd/archive/2009/02/02/preventing-the-exploitation-of-seh-overwrites-with-sehop.aspx
https://www.ethicalhacker.net/features/root/tutorial-seh-based-exploits-and-the-development-process
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Stack Variable Reordering

A buffer

Parameters

Stack Frame

Local variables Return address

Now a strcpy, for example, will fill bytes to the right and
not overwrite other local variables  - overwriting the 
canary will be detected 

Try order-1.c – see comments

CY
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Pointer Variable Reordering

pointers

Parameters

Stack Frame

Local variables Return address

Try order-2.c – see comments

CY
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Stack Variable Reordering

A buffer

Parameters

Stack Frame

Local variables Return address

Variation: copy of return address is made to a data 
location then comparison is made before jump to
return address is made 
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Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
   A set of hardware and software technologies

   Perform checks on memory to prevent running malicious code

   Helps prevent code execution from data pages

   Hardware-enforced DEP detects code running from the stack
   or heap and raises an exception when execution occurs.

   Software-enforced DEP prevents malicious code from taking 
   advantage of exception-handling mechanisms

   DEP can block code injected by a virus in some OK process.
   Execution of the injected code will raise an exception. 

   DEP can protect against a SEH attack
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Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
   Hardware-enforced DEP:

      All memory locations are marked non-executable unless 
      the locations explicitly contain executable code

      Markings are per-page (4k bytes) → use pmap pid

      AMD: no-execute page-protection (NX)
      Intel: execute disable bit (XD) 

      Processor must run in Physical Addr Extention (PAE) mode 
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Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
   Software-enforced DEP:

      Protects against SEH attack

      When an exception is raised during program execution, 
      checks that the exception's handler is one defined by the 
      application as it was originally compiled. 

      Prevents an attacker from adding an exception handler 
      which is stored in a data page through unchecked program 
      input

      Possible problem:
         If code is written/exec'ed at runtime (e.g. JIT compiler)
         the compiler can be used to produce exploit code
         that has been flagged for execution and therefore 
         would not be trapped by DEP  
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Data Execution Prevention (DEP)
   Software-enforced DEP:

      Can be defeated by Return Oriented Programming

      Put shellcode on the stack

      Find snippets of code (called gadgets)

      Form of gadget is the following:
     instr1; instr2; instr3; ... instrN; ret

      Put gadget addresses on the stack

      Each ret jumps to the next address on the stack
          (effectively, the gadgets are chained on the stack)

      The result is an actual program!

      Design the program to call a memory protection function
      that turns off DEP or NX 

      Then run the shellcode
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Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)
   Random arrangment of the addresses of key data areas of 
   a process including the base of the executable and the 
   stack, heap and library addresses

   Makes return-to-libc and similar attacks more difficult

   Makes injected shellcode harder to find

   Forces address guesses which likely crash the application, 
   ending the attack 
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Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR)
   ASLR can be bypassed
      Some processes with ASLR can load modules without
      ASLR – these can be used in ROP to run shellcode 

      Create a big block of NOPs to increase chance of jump 
      landing on legitimate memory.   Difficult, but possible 
      even when all modules are ASLR-enabled.   Won't work 
      if DEP is switched on though.
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